Bank details

Summer School 2015

MOLECULAR AND CHEMICAL MECHANISMS IN EPIGENETICS

July 12-17, 2015, Hotel Kurhaus, Arolla, Switzerland

Payment details:

In CHF :
IBAN : CH2709000000177145716
Account : CCP : 17-714571-6
Clearing: 09000
Swift/Bic : POFICHBEXXX

In EUR :
IBAN : CH800900000910659053
Account : 91-65905-3

Name & Address of the beneficiary :
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (Write all the letters)
Service financier, station 7, 1015 Lausanne

Reference (mandatory) : CF 0628 Fonds 111183 + your name
(If this section is not mentioned, we may not receive the money!!)

Address of our bank:
Swiss Post, Postfinance, Mingerstrasse 20, CH-3030 Berne

We also would like to inform you that EPFL, ETH and Université de Genève are financing this Summer School covering the invited speakers expenses and, partially, the student fees. For this reason the fee for student is only CHF 250.--covering hotel, food and organization expenses for 5 days of Summer school.

Please remember that until the final payment received, your registration is not concluded.